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Speaker for April 21st, 2013
Crop Circles and True Enigmas of the Sun

- Megan Heazlewood -

Megan Heazlewood will be presenting 
information on the recent astonish-

ing behaviours and imaging of our sun. 
Not only the sun in our solar system, but 
the sun in the centre of the Milky Way 
Galaxy.

The Sun’s behaviour has scientists stunned 
over unpredictable and unprecedented 
anomalies, to the point where they are de-
claring that our whole understanding of space physics needs to be 
revised. There are many satellites imaging the sun in various spec-
trums, providing indelible evidence for things which our current 
understandings say shouldn’t exist.

The presentation includes what scientists and researchers predict 
about the evidence, and the possible consequences for Earth.

What did the ancient indigenous cultures of the world understand 
about the sun? Could this enhance our present understanding for 
the times we are in?

We will discuss the tremendous change we are rapidly undergoing in 
every sphere of influence, and on every scale, all according to the 
harmonic synchronisation of the Mayan Calendar, and the under-
standing of many ancient traditions.

We will be looking at the many crop circles of an extremely relevant 
year, drawing our attention to the Sun’s activities. 
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From the Editor

Congratulations to our new team, elected at our March 2013 AGM. 
The election was presided over by our Returning Officer Tony Pez-

zutto. 

Our new team members are:
•	 President - Gordon D L Marshall 
•	 Vice-President - Martine Negro
•	 Secretary - Robyn Lee
•	 Treasurer - Richard Clarke
•	 Public Officer - Bryan McAlister
•	 Librarian - Marilyn Smith
•	 Speaker coordinator - Marie Wood
•	 Seminar Coordinator - Olga Kosterin
•	 Newsletter editor - François Capmeil
•	 Committee members :

Marilyn Smith, Fred Hynes, Marie Wood, Amalia Pezzutto, 
Norman Dodge, Thierry Verriest.

We are a Society full of ordinary people who are able to do extraordinary 
things. Through dowsing we have access to unlimited resources. Consid-
ering our success in spoon bending, I do not think there are any limits.

“There is a practical, exciting journey waiting for everyone interested in the 
dowsing skills.  It can lead by progressive expansion of thought to perceptions 
far beyond the normal restrictions of our five senses.” (Hamish Miller)

The Society is there to provide an environment where we can learn a 
range of skills, which will enable you to survive and flourish during the 
tumultuous times in which we live. 

By your example, you can lead others not so fortunate, in the right direc-
tion.

Until next time..       François
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The Energy Wheel
by Harold McCoy

Reprinted from the Journal of the Ozark Research Institute, Spring 2013

I am first and foremost a water dowser, and 
have been for many years. However, I would 

never limit myself to just one aspect of this an-
cient knowledge; I get involved in all types of 
dowsing. In late 1986, I found myself in south-
west Missouri dowsing and helping construct 
an energy wheel. As it turned out, it was a very 
important step. 

From that time until the Harmonic Convergence in August 1987, I was 
called upon by several groups to dowse and help construct wheels in 
Texas, Oklahoma, Arkansas and Missouri. These energy wheels were used 
in conjunction with Harmonic Convergence celebrations and rituals. 
The celebration I attended was very impressive and moving.

The Harmonic Convergence has to do with the end of a cycle, or a point 
in time in the history of the universe, according to the Mayan calendar. 
This event was written about in the book, The ‘Mayan Factor’, by Jose 
Arguelles – a wonderful book if you are interested in this sort of thing. 

These wheels appear to have many 
uses and can be programmed for 
different things such as a perfect 
place to meditate; energy to bal-
ance the surrounding soil or  an 
entire farm; health and well being, 
etc.    

Constructing an energy wheel Building a Wheel in Texas
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could be a perfect project for a group outing. 

With each wheel we have built, 
without fail, during the ceremony a 
large bird (hawk, raven, buzzard, 
etc.) would fly over and circle.  Also 
to our surprise no matter if sum-
mer, winter, spring or fall, at least 
one butterfly would magically fly 
through the wheel and flit between 
us as we did the ceremony.

An energy wheel is a fun but very 
powerful thing to do with the energy 
of a water dome.  The temperature is higher in the winter and lower in 
the summer when you stand inside the wheels, even though they aren’t 
programmed for that. 

One year we built an energy wheel on a turkey farm.  The wheel was pro-
grammed to increase the conversion rate of the feed, and indeed the tur-
keys gained more weight per pound of feed, and the mortality rate went 
down. Therefore, the owner got better money for the turkeys.  They were 
programmed to balance the minerals in the soil, to balance the energy of 
a piece of property, so it was a peaceful, healthy place to be. 

We did many sacred ceremonies around these wheels for years after the 
harmonic convergence.  They are still out there in the fields and in the 
woods.  I wonder what people will think about them when they are dis-
covered years and years from now!!!

  STEPS IN CONSTRUCTING AN ENERGY WHEEL

1- Determine the area in which you wish to place the wheel.
2- Obtain a topographic or other map of the area.
3- Map-dowse to determine if there is a water dome over which to con-

Building an Energy Wheel at Sparrow 
Hawk Village in Oklahoma
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struct the energy wheel. All wheels are built over water domes where 
there is usually an energy ley crossing. 

If there is a water dome on the property, map-dowse to locate the gen-
eral area of the dome. This is done to save time and to preclude having to 
walk over the entire property to find the dome.

Go to the area you map-dowsed and pinpoint the center of the dome. 
Mark it with a flag or stake.

Locate the veins leaving the domes by starting six to eight feet from the 
center of the dome and walking in a circle around it with your dowsing 
rod at the ready. Each time you cross one of the veins, your dowsing in-
strument will indicate a primary water vein. Mark these with a flag or 
stake. The veins correspond to the spokes of your wheel. There is usually 
an odd number of veins coming from a dome – 5, 7, 9, etc. – and they 
are never spaced symmetrically; some will be close together, others are 
farther apart. 

Once you have determined what the wheel will be programmed for, and 
have located and marked all the veins coming from the dome, stand in 
the center of the dome and ask the question of your dowsing instrument: 
“This wheel is to be programmed as a perfect place to meditate (or whatever 
your program is); what is the optimum length in feet of the spokes?” 

When you have determined the length, step off each vein from the cent-
er of the dome and move your markers to the end of the spokes.

The construction begins by placing a rock (usually a large, flat one) at the 
center of the dome, or hub, of the wheel. It is necessary to determine the 
orientation of this rock, for it has to be in harmony with surrounding 
earth energies. 

By dowsing, find which side of the rock should face up, and which edge 
should face in which direction. Let one person do the dowsing and an-
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other turn the rock until the dowsing instrument indicates that the rock 
is in the proper orientation.

Once the center rock has been properly placed, place the pivot rocks – 
these will be the end of the spokes where you placed your marker when 
optimum length was stepped off. These pivot rocks also have to be prop-
erly oriented.

After all pivot rocks have been placed, start at the center of the wheel and 
place rocks from the hub to the pivot rocks to form the spokes. All rocks 
in each spoke must be touching.

The last step is to form the rim of the wheel by placing rocks in a circle 
between the pivot rocks. Again, all rocks must be touching to form a 
complete circle. 

Once the energy wheel is complete, hold your hands over the center of 
the wheel, or stand on the center rock. You should be able to feel the en-
ergy, as most people can.

We always have some kind of 
ceremony when we finish a 
wheel. 

The most common is a modifi-
cation of one taken from the 
book, The Medicine Wheel, 
by Sun Bear. 

It takes a lot of rocks to build 
one of these wheels, and it’s 

best to use rocks that are indig-
enous to the area where you build it, so it’s a good idea to have a large pile 
of rocks gathered up before you start. 

Good Luck, and have fun!    
          Harold

Spokes of a wheel built in Farmington, 
Arkansas
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Your Second Brain’s Involved in Healing
By John Richardson

Question:   When engaged in healing another person, what is the 
common factor in both parties enabling one to adjust the homeo-

static mechanisms of the other person?

Homeostasis: Where a body etc., automatically provides continual feed-
back to the controlling mechanism, so things automatically adjust to the 
prevailing needs of the body at the time.

I recently read an article by Emma Young, ‘Alimentary Thinking’ New 
Scientist Magazine dated 15/12/2012, which advances the theory that 
your brain isn’t the only organ that influences your mood and behaviour. 
Your ‘Second Brain’,  the Enteric Nervous System (ENS) located in the 
wall of the gut, as well as controlling digestion - plays an important role 
also in our physical and mental well being.

It is part of the autonomic nervous system; it is also the original nervous 
system, emerging in the first vertebrates over 500 million years ago and 
becoming more complex as vertebrates evolved - possibly even giving rise 
to the brain itself.

Comprising an estimated 500 million neurons the ENS works both in-
dependently of and in conjunction with the brain in your head, and 
generates about 90% of the signals to the head brain via the Vagus Nerve. 
Should this nerve be severed the ENS remains capable of coordinating 
digestion.

The second brain also shares many features with the first. It has its own 
version of the blood-brain barrier to keep its physiological environment 
stable, and it produces a  wide range of hormones and around 40 neuro-
transmitters of the same classe as those found in the brain.

Neurons in the gut are thought to produce as much dopamine as those 
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in the head and about 95% 
of the serotonin in the body 
at any time is in the ENS.

What about mood? The gut 
brain doesn’t have emotions, 
and neurotransmitters pro-
duced by it cannot get into 
the brain except in small re-
gions that lack a blood brain 
barrier, including the hypo-
thalamus. 

However signals from the gut 
brain do appear to affect 
mood.

It would appear to me that the common factor has been found. This is 
our link and this is the basis of our being able to achieve healing.

Because we all have similar systems we can help by adjusting the homeo-
static mechanisms of others. Dowsing gives us a connection with a com-
mon energy system between the healer and the patient, which can be af-
fected by intent carried via the dowsing system of the healer.

NOTE   We also have contact with mental, spiritual, time and memory 
that went with these earlier lives. I feel another door is opening!

Enjoy, 

         John Richardson. 

John can be contacted on (02) 6643 3813.
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For Sale
by Mick Moran, reprinted from the  

Dowsers Society of Victoria Newsletter, March 2013 

I guess this story started a few years ago when a friend of mine sold his 
house and moved interstate. I didn’t know who bought the house, but 

as I ride past it every day on my bike, I knew it would only be a matter 
of time before I met the new owner. It was a few months before this was 
to take place. 

While on my daily ride I noticed a bloke standing outside my friend’s old 
house. I stopped and said “G’day” and introduced myself. He said his 
name was Geoff and he was the new owner. I told him I knew the previ-
ous owner and had spent quite a bit of time in the house, and I knew it 
was a beautiful solid old place and I hope he liked living here.

The second time we crossed paths Geoff invited me in for a cuppa. The 
house of course hadn’t changed. Only the furnishings were different, but 
the feel of the house was different. I told Geoff about dowsing and my 
ability to detect certain energies, particularly negative energies. 

He was very interested in what I had to say and he said his wife was into 
this sort of thing. I said I had the feeling something was not quite right 
about his house and I believed there was quite a bit of negative energy 
present. I didn’t think it was caused by a spirit entity but without check-
ing it out, I couldn’t be sure. I asked if he wanted me to clear the negativ-
ity out of the house, but he said he wanted his wife to see what she 
thought about it. She would be fascinated to think there may be a spirit 
present, but she was living overseas at the moment and should be home 
shortly. I said if he changed his mind to let me know.

I didn’t see much of Geoff over the next 12 months, but I was very sur-
prised one day to notice his house was up for sale. I didn’t know why he 
was selling as he’d said he loved living in this beautiful little town. When 
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I did catch up with him I asked 
why he was leaving. He told me 
he loved it here but was having a 
lot of problems with one of his 
neighbours. This didn’t surprise 
me as I’ve heard others in the 
street tell the same story about 
someone causing trouble for them 
as well. It must be very frustrating 
to be in this position, but I’m sure 
many of us can relate to this situation.

Months went by and there was no sign of the house selling. It must have 
been almost a year after the house went on the market before I spoke to 
Geoff again. He told me plenty of people had been through the house 
but no one was interested in buying it. I then asked if he could remember 
me telling him of the possibility of lots of negativity in the house, and the 
fact he didn’t want me to clear it. He said he remembered it well and 
maybe he made a mistake in not having the house cleared. I said I would 
be happy to do what I could to fix the house, and hopefully it may make 
it more appealing to a potential buyer. He said he’d be grateful for any-
thing I could do for him.

With the use of a pendulum and my dowsing chart I soon learnt that the 
energy of Geoff’s house was just 27%. (There weren’t any entities in the 
house.) I then proceeded to clear all the negativity from the house replac-
ing it with positive, peaceful, healing universal energy. The effect was 
instant. The energy levels immediately increased to 100%. I was quite 
happy with the result and hoped Geoff would notice the difference.

I thought that would be the end of it, but during the day something was 
niggling at the back of my mind. Something still wasn’t quite right. Even-
tually I came to realise the problem was coming from the house next 
door to Geoff’s. Although I had never been inside that place, I knew the 
energy was very low. I checked it and found it was only 20%, and I also 
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checked to see if there was any reason for the very low energy. There was, 
and it was in the form of a female spirit entity. I believe she had been at 
the house for almost two years, and this was the reason for all the prob-
lems with low energies in both houses. 

I moved the spirit on and did a full clearing of the house. The energy 
levels of the house went straight to 100%. As I didn’t see Geoff much, I 
decided to email him and let him know what had happened. I told him 
of all the negativity in his house and in the house next door, and sug-
gested that the spirit that had set up residence in the neighbour’s house 
was not only affecting those living there, but also Geoff as well.

I also let him know everything was now as it should be and I was hoping 
things would improve. I got a reply email a couple of days later. Geoff 
told me of the difference the clearing/healing had made. He said he’d 
never felt so relaxed since he’d bought the house, how peaceful it felt, and 
how he now enjoyed sitting on the front veranda just relaxing. It was like 
a weight had been lifted off his shoulders.

It was only a matter of time now to see if Geoff’s house would sell. Months 
went by and still the For Sale sign was on the front fence. I wondered 
whether what I’d done had made any difference. One day while I was on 
my daily walk, I thought of Geoff and his house again. I knew straight 
away something was wrong, that the energy levels had probably dropped 
again. 

I rechecked his house and the house next door. The energy of both had 
reverted back to the very low levels of the past. Again I found a spirit 
entity in Geoff’s neighbour’s house. This time it was a male. I did the 
same thing I’d done some months before. I cleared and healed both hous-
es, hoping that this time things would remain positive and that the house 
would sell. Two months later I noticed the “For Sale” sign had been re-
moved. Geoff had finally sold his house. 

One of the strangest things about this story happened the evening I 
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cleared Geoff’s neighbour’s house 
for the first time. I was watching 
some boring show on TV when 
there was a loud noise in my bed-
room. I knew there was no one in 
there, so I thought I had better 
find out what was going on. 

When I walked in I couldn’t see 
anything out of place. So what had made the noise? It was then I noticed 
an ornament I’d made more than 30 years ago that had been sitting on 
my dressing table, was now on the floor. The ornament was quite heavy 
and had a large flat base. I had no idea how it managed to fall undam-
aged, and sit the correct way up with nobody in the room. 

About thirty minutes later while I suffered through the less than impres-
sive TV show, there was another loud noise. This time it came from the 
back of the house and it sounded like someone had banged on the back 
door. I went to check it out, but found nothing and no one there. The 
back of the house and backyard were empty. As I dowsed for “Yes” and 
“No” on the impressions that I was getting, I found that the spirit that I 
had moved on earlier in the day had returned to thank me for the help I 
had given her in moving on to the next part of her journey.

Had the work I had done on the houses made them more pleasant to live 
in? Did it help Geoff sell his house? I have no idea. But what I do know 
is it didn’t hurt. Over the years I have cleared and healed a number of 
properties, one as far away as Blackpool in England. All of these were 
done from my home in Western Victoria as I don’t believe it’s necessary 
to visit the properties in question. When I can feel the spirits moving on 
I ask that if it is at all possible, could they return the favour and help me 
with further clearings and healing. I believe this has helped as I now find 
it easier to clear houses.

You can contact Mick at: energydowsing@hotmail.com
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Dowsing to Help People Find Harmony
By Jane Mooran

Reprinted from The American Society of Dowsers, Fall 2004

Many people have turned to dowsers to help them find water on 
their land. They have watched as the man takes a freshly cut wil-

low branch and walks the land. Suddenly, the branch point to the earth 
and the man says: “Drill here.”

They are frequently amazed when they hit water. The modern day dows-
er does much more than find water: he or she can locate the faults and 
vortexes where energy rises from the depths of  the earth. They can de-
termine which food and vitamins are beneficial for a person’s health or 
which doctor will be the best physician for a person. They are even able 
to determine if a couple’s energy is destined for disaster.

With his skills, a dowser can do much to help a person find harmony in 
life. “Dowsing is the communication of subtle energies and information per-
ceived by one’s extended sensed and natural intuition through focused, con-
scious, rational mind, while using devices and/or the learned response.” 

 If you become aware of those unseen energies, you become aware of how 
those energies affect life. Dowsing can enhance a person’s quality of life.

Children are natural dowsers because they have not formed blockages 
against it. Once a person has learned the basics, 99 percent of the time 
they can dowse. Just how it works is not really a mystery. Once you un-
derstand everything generates energy, and that, the human body was de-
signed to be sensitive to the environment and the energies.

It is all about being aware of radionics. Everything is vibrating atoms at 
a different rhythm. The person is the receiver, like an antenna. Every-
thing, such as water, has a certain vibration. By developing the mind to 
isolate the vibration that you are seeking, you can determine if it is pre-
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sent. That sensitivity is also pos-
sible when using a map of the 
land or a photograph of a per-
son. It is a holographic universe. 
The photograph or a map has 
the same energy of the original 
object or area. 

You can take a map of pieces of 
land and determine where an 
aquifer or energy vortex is locat-
ed before you even walk the land.

Through the years, I had discovered that every property has a ‘spirit’ of 
the land. When a dowser helps the property owner find that spirit, it 
helps the person get in tune with the energy and give vitality to the prop-
erty.

I was dowsing for water on a piece of land near Belen when I realized the 
energy in the area felt wonderful, it was so sweet. As we looked for the 
source of the energy, we reached its source point and as we put our hands 
out like we were warming them over a campfire, it felt like a hand came 
up out of the land and held our hands, we felt the spirit of the land.

Modern day dowsers are rediscovering how past civilizations were in tune 
with the earth’s energies. In England, dowsing is a way of life. Through 
the centuries, they have located churches at the intersections of lay lines, 
the natural earth energy grids.

Since developing my awareness of the earth energies, I have made many 
trips to archeological digs to study the energy fields. I have learned that 
the ancient societies were aware of the earth’s energies and apparently 
used that knowledge in designing their structures. It is very interesting to 
see how a society designed its environment in alignment with energies.
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Quotes

Your time is limited, don’t waste it living someone else’s life. 
Don’t be trapped by dogma, which is living the result of oth-

er people’s thinking. Don’t let the noise of other’s opinions drown 
your own inner voice. And most important, have the courage to 
follow your heart and intuition, they somehow already know 
what you truly want to become. 

Everything else is secondary. 
        Steve Jobs

Through the years, I have been called upon 
to clear noxious energies from homes. Some-
times people discover there are disconnected 
spirits or ghosts lingering in their home, we 
dowse to see if there is a presence and where 
they are located. Then we state an affirma-
tion to the sprit to make our intent known, 
which seems to resolve the problem and the 
spirit leaves.

I remember a man trying to prepare his deceased mother’s home for sale 
but it wouldn’t sell. His mother was so attached to the house and loved it 
so much, her spirit did not want to give it up. Once we affirmed the good 
intentions he had for the house, the spirit left and the house sold.

Sometimes when a person moves into a house and discovers energy pat-
terns that are not conducive to their lives, we are able to redirect the en-
ergy around the house. There are different ways to deflect energy so it 
won’t continue through the house, such as 18 inch rebar spikes, magnets, 
or different colors of tape. Water’s energy wave is in the far infrared range. 
By placing blue tape in the path of the water, it creates black which is a 
void of energy. 
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Dowsing Skills
by Dr. J.M. Shah, Reprinted from 

the Journal of the Ozark Research Institute  Spring 2013

To become a successful Dowser or Healer one should be able to listen 
to inner sounds.

When the body is totally relaxed and the brain is charged with high en-
ergy one can, under ideal conditions, perceive a sound inside the head. It 
is a moderate level sound like a hissing sound (in the 7 to 9 Hz range), 
comparable to the chirping sound of a cricket or the sound of an electric 
motor running at high speed, or just like pink noise. 

The old Germans and Celtics called this sound the ‘Astral Sound’ or the 
sound from the other world (autre monde). Listening to this sound sup-
posedly opens the door to the ‘Autree Monde’. The Indians call this sound 
Nadabrama, the divine sound, or the sound of the snake power kunda-
lini.

The best time to hear this sound is just after waking up. Generally during 
the early morning time of 4 a.m. to 5 a.m. is the optimal time for Dows-
ing and Healing, because at this time the inner sound is most perceivable. 
A person who is able to hear and listen to the inner sound can become a 
spiritual dowser.

Inner sound can be heard as a gift of God, as in my case, or by meditation 
under supervision of an enlightened person.

For a health problem, once my physician prescribed a strong antibiotic 
tablet. In the past whenever I had taken antibiotics tablets, I had severe 
digestion problems. I, therefore, refused to take the antibiotic tablets. 

My physician explained to me that I had heavy congestion in my right 
lung and if I did not take this antibiotic I would have to be hospitalized. 
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I was not able to decide what to do. I decided to use my dowsing skill to 
get a reply from the Divine. Spiritual Dowsing is direct dialogue with 
divine powers to get the reply when we are puzzled.

Dowsing Session:

After getting permission for dowsing I asked the following questions to 
my pendulum:

1) Energy of the antibiotic tablet: Positive

(Holding the sachet in my left hand)

2) Is it good for me?     No

3) Can I make negative energy to positive? Yes

4) By name of God?     No

5) By Mantra?     Yes

I recited the Mantra to convert negative energy into positive energy mak-
ing the antibiotic tablet good for me.

During the course of treatment a lot of negative energy is often generated 
from the object (antibiotic tablets in this case). This negative energy has 
to be converted to positive energy by the above question answer method.

Many healers do not bother with converting negative energy into posi-
tive energy, which results into health problems of the dowser. It is there-
fore essential to convert generated negative energy to positive energy.

Dr. Shah is a researcher of Dowsing, Healing, Aura photography and Gem-
stone therapy. Visit his website at: www.jmshah.com
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Responsibility
by Greg Storozuk, Reprinted from

the American Dowser Quarterly Digest Summer 2003

A dowser’s work routinely in-
volves making changes in the 

status quo. Locating a water well 
site, for example, marks the spot 
where a ‘drilling bit’ will (hope-
fully) intercept a water vein and 
alter its course to the surface. 

While this is a relatively simple 
dowsing search, sometimes the 
dowser may not realize the enormity of the responsibility involved.

“... the action a dowser performs has a ripple effect throughout the totality of 
being.”

Using the above example, let’s look at the entire scenario. The dowsed 
vein may have been flowing in the same pathway for many years. Down-
stream, the vein may have been supplying water to trees or shrubbery, or 
perhaps even surfaced to supply drinking water for animals. It’s also pos-
sible that a neighbor some distance away may have drilled into the same 
vein to supply water for their house or cabin. 

Once the new well is drilled and water is being produced, all of these 
conditions will have been altered. The dowser’s responsibility in chang-
ing these conditions must never be taken lightly.

Whether or not a vein should be drilled can easily be determined by ask-
ing a simple dowsing question:

“Is it permitted to drill and recover water from this site?” If a “No” answer 
is received, it’s best to move on and find another site. It is not necessary 
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to know the reasons why. The responsible 
dowser knows only that a particular site is 
unsuitable for drilling.

It must always be kept in mind that every 
water vein, every earth energy, indeed, 
everything on the planet, has its place and 
purpose for being. For a dowser to inter-
cede - even with the best of intentions - is 
to alter a natural condition which has been 
in place and functioning from its incep-
tion to the present day. 

As such, the dowser must then be willing 
to accept the responsibility for changing 
something which nature has created, and, 
accordingly, the dowser will be held ac-
countable for the outcome of his or her 
actions.

“...Once initiated, the results of that action cannot be stopped until natural 
law has responded in full.”

Every action is a single event. Therefore, every action, according to natu-
ral law, must play itself out completely. In the larger sense, this requires 
nature to shift things in order to obtain a new balance point.

The example of throwing a pebble into a pond serves to illustrate this 
point. The pebble begins its new life at the bottom of the pond while the 
ripple effect radiates out from the point of origin and will continue to do 
so until a new state of equilibrium is reached. In dowsing terms, the act 
of drilling a well, moving a geopathic zone, etc., also forces nature to 
adapt to a new condition but on a far greater scale.

“The reactions to our actions are completely out of the dowser’s control, plac-
ing the responsibility of a dowser’s actions squarely on the shoulders of those 
who initiate it.”
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Being a dowser involves more than being a ‘steward of the planet’. It in-
volves being a conscientious steward of the planet.

Being a dowser is more than making a location, moving, or otherwise 
altering a target. It involves being responsible for the future of that target 
and all the resulting after effects arising from that alteration.

In addition to learning and developing dowsing skills, dowsers would be 
well advised to cultivate a greater awareness of nature and the responsi-
bility one faces prior to a dowsing action. It is strongly suggested that 
when making preparations for the dowsing task at hand, to take a few 
minutes to think about the potential of far reaching effects and implica-
tions of what it is you are about to do.
     Greg Storozuk

Quote

Dowsing is only limited by our imagination as to the ways it can be 
used to assist us. I find it to be the easiest and most useful way to 

get information for making your life better. 

Dowsing is a means of getting information with the use of a physical in-
strument. Dowsers use tools or instruments such as pendulums, rods, 
bobbers and even forked sticks to get information from the dowsing sys-
tem. 

The movement of the instrument gives information to the person using 
it. We can ask a question and get a “Yes” or “No” answer. If we use a num-
bered chart, we can get answers with a numeric value. 

For example if we ask if a specific food is good for us, we will get a “Yes” 
or “No”. If we use a number chart, we determine to what degree it is 
good or bad for us. 
         Raymon Grace
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Rules for Being Human
•	 You will receive a body. You may like it or hate it, but it will be 

yours for the entire period this time around.

•	 You will learn lessons. You are enrolled in a full-time informal school 
called life. 

•	 Each day in this school you will have the opportunity to learn lessons. 
You may like the lessons or think them irrelevant and stupid.

•	 There are no mistakes, only lessons. Growth is a process of trial and 
error and experimentation. The ‘failed’ experiments are as much a part 
of the process, as the experiment that ultimately ‘works’.

•	 A lesson is repeated until learned. A lesson will be presented to you in 
various forms until you have learned it. When you have learned it, you 
can then go on to the next lesson.

•	 Learning lessons does not end. There is no part of life that does not 
contain its lessons. If you are alive, there are lessons to be learned.

•	 ‘There’ is no better place than ‘here’. When your ‘there’ has become a 
‘here’ you will simply obtain another ‘there’ that will, again, look better 
than ‘here’.

•	 Others are merely mirrors of you. You cannot love or hate something 
about another person unless it reflects to you something you love or 
hate in yourself.

•	 What you make of your life is up to you. You have all the tools and 
resources you need. What you do with them is up to you. The choice 
is yours.

•	 Your answers lie inside you. The answers to life’s questions lie inside 
you.

•	 All you need to do is look, listen and trust.

•	 You will forget this. 
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The Most
The most destructive habit...................... Worry
The greatest Joy....................................... Giving
The greatest loss...................................... Loss of self-respect
The most satisfying work........................ Helping others
The ugliest personality trait.................... Selfishness
The most endangered species.................. Dedicated Leaders
Our greatest natural resource.................. Our Youth
The greatest ‘shot in the arm’................ Encouragement
The greatest problem to overcome.......... Fear
The most effective sleeping pill............... Peace of mind
The most crippling failure disease........... Excuses
The most powerful force in life............... Love
The most dangerous pariah..................... A Gossiper
The world's most incredible computer.... The Brain
The worst thing to be without................. Hope
The deadliest weapon.............................. The Tongue
The two most power-filled words............ “I Can”
The greatest asset.................................... Faith
The most worthless emotion................... Self-Pity
The most beautiful attire......................... SMILE!
The most prized possession..................... Integrity
The most powerful channel.................... Prayer
The most contagious..............................  Enthusiasm
The most useful...................................... Dowsing !

Reprinted from http://amessageofhope.com
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Local News
Register of Available Dowsers

Every year the Society publishes a list of members who are available
for professional dowsing services of different types.

If you would like to be on the list, please contact the President or 
Secretary at the next meeting. To be on the list you will need to be a 
member of the Society and be a competent dowser.

The new list will probably be published in the May or June Newsletter.

New Seminar Co-ordinator

Our Seminar Co-ordinator, Sally Lamont, has found it necessary to re-
sign, and Olga Kosterin has kindly agreed to take this position over. We 
would like to thank Sally for her contribution to the Society, and to wish 
Olga success and happiness in the position.

Olga may be contacted on 02-9818-6127

Local Articles Wanted
It’s great when we have enough articles in the newsletter that are spe-
cially written for us. There truly is a writer hidden in all of us, let it come 
out and share your experience with the rest of us. 

Some of our articles end up in other newsletters around the world, so you 
could end up being widely read by fellow dowsers.

You can forward your articles to François by email at: 
biotron@ozemail.com.au
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Speaker for May 19th, 2013
 The Energy System of the Earth and the Blue Mountains

-  Ocha Sheehan -

Ocha will describe the energy system of 
the Earth and how this supports all 

life, including humanity, to grow, flourish 
and evolve. You will discover the similarities 
between the chakras and meridians of the 
human body and those of the Earth’s, and 
experience this for yourself through a short 
meditation. This correspondence is the rea-
son why we can work with the Earth Moth-
er consciously, and we affect the energy sys-
tem of the Earth all of the time. 

Ocha will discuss the world portals, and how the Blue Mountains 
fits into this, and the future role this region has in the development 
of the Earth and humanity. We can help the Earth by amplifying the 
universal values of unconditional love, peace and harmony now in 
preparation for this stepping up. She will also show how the Earth’s 
portal system teaches humanity how to step up to their highest po-
tential.

Ocha draws from her considerable experience in conservation as a 
park ranger in national parks and an ecologist and land use planner 
in local governments around Australia. After this she studied with 
Sri’ama Qala in the Gaia Mystery School, Byron Bay for 4 years, 
travelling to sacred sites around the world, learning the other sci-
ences of energy and consciousness. She now offers Meditation in the 
Bush programs and special Earth ‘healing’ events.

See www.ochasheehan.com or write to ocha@ochasheehan.com
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Please arrive at the meeting early so as not to disturb 
 and be seated by 2:00 pm

Bus Services: 
Transport Enquiries: 131 500
From City, Central : Bus # 501 from Central to Rozelle 
then Bus # 506 to Hunters Hill

From City, Circular Quay : Bus # 506

From  Chatswood : Bus # 536 

Venue for Meetings
Community Hall,  44 Gladesville Road,  Hunters Hill

Date of Meetings
Third Sunday of every month,  except December (2nd Sunday)
Time: 2:00pm to 5:00 pm


